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Create a safer working
environment
Isoladores de bateria

ISOLATOR LOCKOUT BRACKET

Part No. 1103

Create a safer working environment for maintenance sta� and
increase security for mobile equipment with RCT’s Isolator
Lockout Bracket. This bracket suits the common Cole
Hersee/Britax style battery isolators and provides a positive
lockout in the o� position. This ensures the safety of sta�
working on or around the machine, and decreases the
likelihood of theft.

ISOLATOR DUAL POLE

Part No. 1700

If the electrical charges are not removed from a machine
system this could be hazardous to personnel working on the
machine.

RCT’s Isolator Dual Pole is a weather resistant dual pole master
disconnect switch which isolates the battery and takes charge
out of the system.

The switch is constructed from plated steel and has an indexing
pin to align the unit and prevent rotation. The operating shaft is
o-ring sealed and the terminal insulator is sealed with a gasket.

ISOLATOR MOUNT

Part No. 4300

Secure and safe attachment of the battery isolators is
important for e�cient operation. RCT’s Isolator Mount bracket
enables easy installation of the battery isolator.

Made from plated steel, the bracket can be welded to the
vehicle or bolted on utilising the 2 x 10mm diameter mounting
holes (85mm centres).

Peças

APN: 1103 LOCKOUT BRACKET RED HINGE STYLE TO SUIT 1700

APN: 1700 BATTERY ISOLATOR 24V DUAL POLE INDEX PIN - COLE HERSEE # 75910

APN: 4300 MOUNT BRACKET RIGHT ANGLE TO SUIT 1700
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